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Anne of Green Gables
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War
only to be kidnapped by aliens from the planet
Tralfamadore, who teach him that time is an eternal
present

Sally's Baking Addiction
The intimacy of a cabin at Lake Tahoe provides the
combustible circumstances that bring Diana Holland
and Lane Christianson together in this passionate
novel of first discovery. Originally published by Naiad
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Press in 1983, Bella Books is proud to bring the
bestselling romantic lesbian novel of all time back to
print. With multiple printings and translations
worldwide,Curious Wine is an enduring classic and on
everyone's list of the very best in our literature.

Through the Hourglass
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death
of a friend in a drunk-driving auto accident in which
all four were involved, in a story told through
newspaper stories, diary entries, school
announcements, telephone conversations, and
classroom assignments.

Keeping You a Secret
Tamsin Greene comes from a long line of witches, and
she was supposed to be one of the most Talented
among them. But Tamsin's magic never showed up.
Now seventeen, Tamsin attends boarding school in
Manhattan, far from her family. But when a handsome
young professor mistakes her for her very Talented
sister, Tamsin agrees to find a lost family heirloom for
him. The search—and the stranger—will prove to be
more sinister than they first appeared, ultimately
sending Tamsin on a treasure hunt through time that
will unlock the secret of her true identity, unearth the
sins of her family, and unleash a power so vengeful
that it could destroy them all. This is a spellbinding
display of storytelling that will exhilarate, enthrall,
and thoroughly enchant.
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Annie on My Mind
A landmark in LGBT fiction, this captivating story of
two teenage girls who fall in love is a “classic of the
genre” (Publishers Weekly). When Liza Winthrop first
lays eyes on Annie Kenyon at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, she knows there’s something special
between them. Soon, their close friendship develops
into a deep and intimate romance. Neither imagined
that falling in love could be so wonderful, but as Liza
and Annie’s newfound sexuality sparks conflict in both
their families and at their schools, they discover it will
take more than love for their relationship to succeed.
One of the first books to positively portray a lesbian
relationship, Annie on My Mind is a groundbreaking
classic of the genre. The subject of a First
Amendment lawsuit over banned books and one of
School Library Journal’s “One Hundred Books that
Shaped the Century,” Nancy Garden’s iconic novel is
an important story for anyone discovering who
they’re meant to be.

Ask a Manager
Now complete with daily prompts to reflect on each
day of a month-long, alcohol-free plan, the author of
This Naked Mind helps readers challenge their
thinking, find clarity, and form new habits. Changing
your habits can be hard without the right tools. This is
especially true for alcohol because habits are, by
definition, subconscious thought processes. Through
her methodical research of the latest neuroscience
and her own journey, Annie Grace has cracked the
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code on habit change by addressing the specific ways
habits form. This unique and unprecedented method
has now helped thousands redefine their relationship
to drinking painlessly and without misery. In The
Alcohol Experiment, Annie offers a judgment-free
action plan for anyone who's ever wondered what life
without alcohol is like. The rules are simple: Abstain
from drinking for 30 days and just see how you feel.
Annie arms her readers with the science-backed
information to address the cultural and emotional
conditioning we experience around alcohol. The result
is a mindful approach that puts you back in control
and permanently stops cravings. With a chapter and
journal prompt devoted to each day of the
experiment, Annie presents wisdom, tested
strategies, and thought-provoking information to
supplement the plan and support your step-by-step
success as you learn what feels good for you. It's your
body, your mind, and your choice.

The Difference Between You and Me
This Naked Mind has ignited a movement across the
country, helping thousands of people forever change
their relationship with alcohol. Many people question
whether drinking has become too big a part of their
lives, and worry that it may even be affecting their
health. But, they resist change because they fear
losing the pleasure and stress-relief associated with
alcohol, and assume giving it up will involve
deprivation and misery. This Naked Mind offers a new,
positive solution. Here, Annie Grace clearly presents
the psychological and neurological components of
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alcohol use based on the latest science, and reveals
the cultural, social, and industry factors that support
alcohol dependence in all of us. Packed with
surprising insight into the reasons we drink, this book
will open your eyes to the startling role of alcohol in
our culture, and how the stigma of alcoholism and
recovery keeps people from getting the help they
need. With Annie's own extraordinary and candid
personal story at its heart, this book is a must-read
for anyone who drinks. This Naked Mind will give you
freedom from alcohol. It removes the psychological
dependence so that you will not crave alcohol,
allowing you to easily drink less (or stop drinking).
With clarity, humor, and a unique blend of science
and storytelling, This Naked Mind will open the door
to the life you have been waiting for. "You have given
me my live back." --Katy F., Albuquerque, New Mexico
"This is an inspiring and groundbreaking must-read. I
am forever inspired and changed." --Kate S., Los
Angeles, California "The most selfless and amazing
book that I have ever read." --Bernie M., Dublin,
Ireland

Once a Witch
Through the Hourglass: Sixteen stories spanning
twenty centuries of lesbian love, with vivid historical
settings and passion resonating all the way to today.
Featuring trailblazing authors Ann Bannon and Lee
Lynch, as well as wide ranging stories by Jean
Copeland, R.G. Emanuelle, Allison Fradkin, Patty G.
Henderson, Heather Rose Jones, Megan McFerren,
Cara Patterson, Aliisa Percival, Doreen Perrine,
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Priscilla Scott Rhoades, Susan Smith, Lexy Wealleans,
Connie Wilkins, and MJ Williamz.

Kissing Kate
Nick has a three-legged dog named Lucky, some pet
fish, and two moms who think he's the greatest kid
ever. And he happens to think he has the greatest
Moms ever, but everything changes when his birth
mom and her wife, Jo, start to have marital problems.
Suddenly, Nick is in the middle, and instead of having
two Moms to turn to for advice, he has no one. Nick's
emotional struggle to redefine his relationships with
his parents will remind readers that a family's love
can survive even the most difficult times.

Molly's Family
Seventeen-year-old Angie, living with her family in
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, finds herself in love for the
first time the summer after high school graduation.

After Annie
Anne of Green Gables is a children’s classic by
Canadian author L. M. Montgomery and recently
adapted by Netflix in the hit series Anne with an E.
11-year-old Anne is mistakenly sent away from her
orphanage to live on Prince Edward Island with
brother and sister Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert who
need help on their farm. Wild and imaginative Anne
learns to find her place in the little town of Avonlea,
makes friends, and strives to be the best in school. A
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children and adults' favourite Anne's tale of is one of
love, individuality, and (mis)adventures. Lucy Maud
Montgomery (1874-1942) was a Canadian author. She
is most famous for her novel ́Anne of Green Gables ́
that was an instant hit and became a series that is
still enjoyed by children and parents the world over.
She grew up on Prince Edward Island and was raised
by her grandparents after her mother's early death.
Much like her most famous character, Anne,
Montgomery had a lonely childhood for which she
found relief in the beautiful nature of Prince Edward
and in her fierce imagination, which she very early on
turned into writing. She ́s a canon of Canadian and
children ́s literature with over twenty novels, and
hundreds of short-stories, poems, and essays to her
name.

All-American Boys
Shares insights into the teen transgender experience,
tracing six individual's emotional and physical journey
as it was shaped by family dynamics, living situations,
and the transition each teen made during the
personal journey.

The Gravity Between Us
What makes a family? The members of Ms. Marston's
kindergarten class are cleaning and decorating their
room for the upcoming Open School Night. Molly and
Tommy work on drawing pictures to put on the walls.
Molly draws her family: Mommy, Mama Lu, and her
puppy, Sam. But when Tommy looks at her picture, he
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tells her it's not of a family. "You can't have a mommy
and a mama," he says. Molly doesn't know what to
think; no one else in her class has two mothers. She
isn't sure she wants her picture to be on the wall for
Open School Night. Molly's dilemma, sensitively
explored in words and art, shows readers that even if
a family is different from others, it can still be happy,
loving, and real.

This Naked Mind
"A must-read for any woman who is ready to design a
life on her own terms.” – Sophia Amoruso, Founder
and CEO, Girlboss Women: it’s time to break the good
girl myths that are holding you back and share your
true gifts with this groundbreaking book from
Stanford University-trained designer and women’s
leadership expert Majo Molfino. For thousands of
years, women have been taught to be “good” instead
of powerful. But when we embody the good girl, we
hold back their voices and gifts in a world that
desperately needs female perspectives. Drawing on
countless coaching sessions and conversations with
female leaders, Majo identifies five self-sabotaging
tendencies (“the five Good Girl Myths”) every woman
must overcome to unleash her power and design a
more purposeful life: While there are many women’s
leadership books, Majo uses her knowledge and
training in design thinking (which is used by the
world’s most innovative people and companies) to
help you build creative confidence and break free
from these disempowering myths once and for all.
Discover how each myth negatively affects your
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relationships, career, and well-being and identify your
primary good girl myth – the blindspot that’s zapping
most of your power as a creative badass. If you’re a
woman who can’t seem to get your voice or ideas out
into the world, Break the Good Girl Myth will finally
help you understand why and light the way out so you
can become the woman you’re meant to be. Your
time – our time – is now.

Highland Fling
Nicola Lancaster is spending her summer at the
Siegel Institute, a hothouse of smart, intense
teenagers. She soon falls in with Katrina (Manic
Computer Chick), Isaac (Nice-Guy-Despite-Himself),
Kevin (Inarticulate Composer) . . . and Battle, a
beautiful blond dancer. The two become friends--and
then, startlingly, more than friends. What do you do
when you think you're attracted to guys, and then you
meet a girl who steals your heart? A trailblazing
debut, reissued with an introduction by acclaimed
author David Levithan, and copious back matter,
including three graphic novel stories by Sara Ryan
(and artists Steve Leiber, Dylan Meconis, and Natalie
Nourigat) about the characters.

Annie on My Mind
Sixteen-year-old Colby is barely hanging on with her
mother dead, her long-haul trucker father often away,
her almost-girlfriend dumping her for a boy, and her
failing grades, when a stray dog appears and helps
her find hope.
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Luna
Annie married Ed Bauer, reliable and stable, knowing
that she would always love Hugh. Annie was a fighter.
If she couldn’t have Hugh, she could be his neighbour
and social equal. So she fought her way up—up in the
world of business, up First Hill—until she made
Seattle’s first families stand aside for her. Then
tragedy struck, and in her grief Annie returned to the
waterfront. When Deming’s business began to slide
he went to Annie for help. She gave him all of her
savings and the same sort of reckless love she had
given him years before. Hugh never forgot what he
owed to this gallant woman. Mary Brinker Post has
created in Annie Jordan, a girl from Skid Road who
knew what she wanted, an unforgettable character,
and she has done a superb job in depicting all the
color, glitter, and lawlessness of early Seattle.

The Alcohol Experiment: Expanded
Edition
The extraordinary story of a refugee football team
and the transformation of a small American town.

Outcasts United
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more
divided than ever in this thoughtful story about
divorce and racial identity from the award-winning
and New York Times bestselling author of Out of My
Mind, Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old Isabella’s
parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every
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week: One week she’s Isabella with her dad, his
girlfriend Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a
fancy house where they are one of the only black
families in the neighborhood. The next week she’s
Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a
small, not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because of
this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two
worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it
seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always
about HER. Isabella feels even more stuck in the
middle, split and divided between them than ever.
And she’s is beginning to realize that being split
between Mom and Dad is more than switching
houses, switching nicknames, switching backpacks:
it’s also about switching identities. Her dad is black,
her mom is white, and strangers are always
commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You look so
unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what
they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your
parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are you
really?” And when her parents, who both get engaged
at the same time, get in their biggest fight ever,
Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in
two. What does it mean to be half white or half black?
To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re
only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you
ever feel whole? It seems like nothing can bring
Isabella’s family together again—until the worst
happens. Isabella and Darren are stopped by the
police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots
are fired.

Starting from Here
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A bright, bold debut about a girl who happens to have
been born a boy, but refuses to let that stand in the
way of her dream.

The Year They Burned the Books
From the author of Annie on My Mind comes an
unflinching novel about prejudice, censorship, and
homophobia in a New England town. As the editor in
chief of the Wilson High Telegraph, senior Jamie
Crawford is supposed to weigh in on the cutting-edge
issues that will interest students in her school. But
when she writes an opinion piece in support of the
new health curriculum—which includes safe-sex
education and making condoms available to
students—she has no idea how much of a controversy
she’s stepped into. A conservative school board
member has started a war against the new
curriculum, and now—thanks to Jamie’s
editorial—against the newspaper as well. As Jamie
deals with the fallout and comes to terms with her
own sexuality, the school and town become a
battleground for clashing opinions. Now, Jamie and
the students at Wilson need to find another way to
express their beliefs before prejudice, homophobia,
and violence define their small town.

Mind Games
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter
the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice
from the creator of the popular website Ask a
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Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist.
There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a
workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need
to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then take
credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in
an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy
with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone
is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A
must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s]
advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with
candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where
you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with
many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford
professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its
advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is
the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was
starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years
in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
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author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F*ck

Beyond Magenta
Liza begins to doubt her feelings for Annie after
someone finds out about their relationship, and
realizes, after starting college, that her denial of love
for Annie was a mistake. Reprint.

Annie Jordan
Kate was lissa’s best friend. they’ve shared
everything for four years. then one night at a drunken
party, Kate leaned in to kiss lissa, and lissa kissed her
back. And now Kate is pretending lissa doesn’t exist.
Confused and alone, lissa’s left questioning
everything she thought she knew about herself, and
about life. but with the help of a free-spirit new friend,
lissa’s beginning to find the strength to realize that
sometimes falling in love with the wrong person is the
only way to find your footing.

Endgame
He and Annie have been famous, nobodies, and
mingled with the rich and crazy. Through it all,
they've been passionate lovers and fast friends. But
when Annie dies of cancer, Herbie is lost. If you think
this is going to be a tragic tale about grief, think
again. Herbie is too cantankerous, sly, and charming
to keel over. Enter Olive, a beautiful bartender who
just might be a great actress; Candy, Herbie and
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Annie's neurotic daughter; and a woman named Billy,
the tough-talking golf pro who teaches Herbie more
about his psyche than about his lousy swing. After
Annie is a hilarious and beautifully rendered novel
about a man off the rails, battling through the middleaged wilderness days he hoped never to face alone. It
is a book that examines the inevitable passing of time
with clarity and wry brilliance, and a story of
surprising power.

Empress of the World
Eve Eddison describes her ideal woman to her best
friend, Roxanne, over pints in their local pub a few
days before she travels to the Scottish Highlands.
There she falls head over heels for an enigmatic local,
Moira Burns, and the usually reticent Eve wants more
than a holiday romance. Forestry officer Moira Burns
has no intention of letting go—either of past pain or
for present pleasure. If that means she misses out on
her chance at happiness, so be it. Convinced Eve is
headed for heartbreak, Roxanne advises her to let
Moira go…but has Eve found her ideal woman at last?
From the breathtaking Highlands of Scotland to the
buzz of a Leicester gay bar, family and friendship are
tested to breaking point, as letting go proves painfully
hard.

Annie on My Mind
The Gravity Between Us is a daring, romantic,
emotional story about friendship, love, and finding the
courage to be yourself in a crazy world. New Adult
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novel: recommended for 17+ due to mature themes
and sexual content. "It's like there's gravity between
us, like she's the only thing anchoring me to the
world, keeping me from floating off into the upper
stratosphere and being lost in space. I can't risk losing
her." Where does friendship stop and love begin? At
just 19, Kendall Bettencourt is Hollywood's hottest
young starlet with the world at her feet - but behind
the glamour and designer dresses is a girl who longs
for normal. Payton Taylor is Kendall's best friend since
childhood, and the one person who reminds her of
who she really is - her refuge from the craziness of
celebrity life. With her career taking off, Kendall
moves Payton to LA to help keep her sane. But Payton
is hiding a secret that could make everything ten
times worse. Because to her, Kendall is more than a
best friend - she is the only girl that she has ever
loved. Just as they need each other more than ever,
they'll have to answer the question of where
friendship stops and love begins? And find out
whether the feelings they have can survive the
mounting pressure of fame

Out of My Mind
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and
treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction
cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for
indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of
healthier dessert options, including some vegan and
gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney
loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking
Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow
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dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from
scratch. Sally's famous recipes include award-winning
Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake
Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate
Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow
Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet
recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins
Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps
Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier
Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes,
you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss! Hungry
for more? Learn to create even more irresistible
sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s
Cookie Addiction.

Blended
National Book Award finalist Julie Anne Peters delivers
a moving, modern classic love story with a coming out
theme -- now with a fresh, redesigned cover! With a
steady boyfriend, the position of Student Council
President, and a chance to go to an Ivy League
college, high school life is just fine for Holland Jaeger.
At least, it seems to be. But when Cece Goddard
comes to school, everything changes. Cece and
Holland have undeniable feelings for each other, but
how will others react to their developing relationship?
This moving love story between two girls is for fans of
Nancy Garden's classic young adult coming out novel,
Annie on My Mind. With her characteristic humor and
breezy style, Peters has captured the compelling
emotions of young love.
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Tears of a Tiger
Experience the legend, adventure, and wild magic of
the Immortals quartet, now available in a collectible
boxed set with new cover art and afterwords from the
acclaimed author of this beloved fantasy series,
Tamora Pierce. Set in the magical medieval world of
Tortall, the Immortals quartet follows the adventures
of Daine, a brave young orphan with a mysterious
“wild magic,” the power to talk to animals, a quest to
hone her magical skills and discover the truth of her
parentage, and a duty to protect the kingdom from
creatures of myth and nightmare. This paperback
boxed set includes original afterwords from Tamora
Pierce for each book in the collection: Wild Magic,
Wolf-Speaker, Emperor Mage, and The Realms of the
Gods.

George (Scholastic Gold)
Shares the inspirational story of a youth soccer team
comprised of refugees from around the world who,
under the guidance of a formidable female coach,
helped to transform their Georgia community.

Curious Wine
Liza begins to doubt her feelings for Annie after
someone finds out about their relationship, and
realizes, after starting college, that her denial of love
for Annie was a mistake. Reprint.

Seventeenth Summer
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Fifteen-year-old Gray Wilton, bullied at school and
ridiculed by an unfeeling father for preferring drums
to hunting, goes on a shooting rampage at his high
school.

The Immortals Quartet
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a
brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy
discovers a technological device that will allow her to
speak for the first time.

Between Mom and Jo
Jan begins her senior year of high school not
expecting that she will lose the starring part in the
school play, take over as director when her beloved
drama teacher becomes ill, and realize that she is a
lesbian.

Good Moon Rising
My Antonia is a novel by an American writer Willa
Cather. It is the final book of the "prairie trilogy" of
novels, preceded by O Pioneers! and The Song of the
Lark. The novel tells the stories of an orphaned boy
from Virginia, Jim Burden, and Antonia Shimerda, the
daughter of Bohemian immigrants. They are both
became pioneers and settled in Nebraska in the end
of the 19th century. The first year in the very new
place leaves strong impressions in both children,
affecting them lifelong. The narrator and the main
character of the novel My Antonia, Jim grows up in
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Black Hawk, Nebraska from age 10 Eventually, he
becomes a successful lawyer and moves to New York
City.

Outcasts United: A Refugee Team, an
American Town
An authoritative exploration of the psychology of elite
sport, written by an Olympic silver medallist and
respected sports journalist. Throughout her career as
one of the world's top athletes, Annie Vernon
struggled with an existential question about the
purpose of sport in our comfortable, first-world
society: why do we do it? What is it about our psyche
that makes pushing the mind and body to their limits
in order to win a foot race, a swimming race or a
rowing race such a basic human desire? Having
retired from competition, Annie decided to look for
answers to these questions in the world of mind
games. What is the psychology behind sport at an
elite level? With Team GB recording its best-ever
performances at the Rio Olympic Games, having
come second in the medal table in consecutive
games, the public is aware of elite sport and the
techniques used by our sporting heroes more than
ever. Whether it be performing under pressure,
coping with nerves, teamwork, or building self-belief
in the face of adversity, the methods that elite sportspeople use are also relevant to everyday life. But
sports psychology is still regarded as something of a
mystery. How exactly do elite sports performers
harness the power of their mind in pursuit of physical
perfection? Through interviews with leading sports
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stars and the latest scientific research, Mind Games
discusses elite sports psychology in a way that is
interesting to the watching public, sports fans and
sports-haters alike, with Annie drawing on her own
first-hand experiences to walk them through this
fascinating subject.

Break the Good Girl Myth
A groundbreaking novel about a transgender teen,
selected as a National Book Award Finalist! Regan's
brother Liam can't stand the person he is during the
day. Like the moon from whom Liam has chosen his
female name, his true self, Luna, only reveals herself
at night. In the secrecy of his basement bedroom
Liam transforms himself into the beautiful girl he
longs to be, with help from his sister's clothes and
makeup. Now, everything is about to change: Luna is
preparing to emerge from her cocoon. But are Liam's
family and friends ready to welcome Luna into their
lives? Compelling and provocative, this is an
unforgettable novel about a transgender teen's
struggle for self-identity and acceptance.

Slaughterhouse-five
"Sweet, tender, and true!" - Laurie Halse Anderson
Jesse cuts her own hair with a Swiss Army knife. She
wears big green fisherman's boots. She's the founding
(and only) member of NOLAW, the National
Organization to Liberate All Weirdos. Emily wears
sweaters with faux pearl buttons. She's vice president
of the student council. She has a boyfriend. These two
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girls have nothing in common, except the passionate
"private time" they share every Tuesday afternoon.
Jesse wishes their relationship could be out in the
open, but Emily feels she has too much to lose. When
they find themselves on opposite sides of a heated
school conflict, they each have to decide what's more
important: what you believe in, or the one you love?

My Antonia
High school seniors Neil and Paul are in love but find
that their families and schoolmates have trouble
accepting a gay relationship.
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